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ABSTRACT: A combinatorial approach is applied to rapidly
deposit and screen Ag−Al thin films to evaluate the
mechanical, tribological, and electrical properties as a function
of chemical composition. Ag−Al thin films with large
continuous composition gradients (6−60 atom % Al) were
deposited by a custom-designed combinatorial magnetron
sputtering system. X-ray diffraction (XRD), energy dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), scanning and transmission electron
microscopy (SEM and TEM), X-ray photoelectron spectros-
copy (XPS), nanoindentation, and four-point electrical
resistance screening were employed to characterize the
chemical composition, structure, and physical properties of
the films in a time-efficient way. For low Al contents (<13
atom %), a highly (111)-textured fcc phase was formed. At higher Al contents, a (002)-textured hcp solid solution phase was
formed followed by a fcc phase in the most Al-rich regions. No indication of a μ phase was observed. The Ag−Al films with fcc-
Ag matrix is prone to adhesive material transfer leading to a high friction coefficient (>1) and adhesive wear, similar to the
behavior of pure Ag. In contrast, the hexagonal solid solution phase (from ca. 15 atom %Al) exhibited dramatically reduced
friction coefficients (about 15% of that of the fcc phase) and dramatically reduced adhesive wear when tested against the pure Ag
counter surface. The increase in contact resistance of the Ag−Al films is limited to only 50% higher than a pure Ag reference
sample at the low friction and low wear region (19−27 atom %). This suggests that a hcp Ag−Al alloy can have a potential use in
sliding electrical contact applications and in the future will replace pure Ag in specific electromechanical applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Electrical contacts are essential components in modern
electronic devices. In general, a contact material must have
good electrical properties, e.g., low electrical resistivity and low
contact resistance. For a sliding contact, called an electro-
mechanical application, additional properties are required. The
material must also exhibit good tribological properties, e.g., low
friction coefficient and low wear rate. Today, Ag is a widely
used material for commercial sliding contacts due to its
excellent electrical properties. However, it is soft and prone to
cladding onto counter surfaces during sliding, which creates a
Ag−Ag contact.1 The friction coefficient of such a contact in a
dry sliding system is high (>1), leading to rapid wear and thus
reduced lifetime. Consequently, there is a need for new contact
materials that combine good electrical properties with good
tribological properties. From a material science point of view,
the design of such material is complex, in particular, if fewer

noble metals are used since a surface oxidation may lead to high
contact resistance. Since all these properties are difficult to
obtain simultaneously in a single material, the development of
new contact materials with good electrical and tribological
properties is a true challenge.
Ag alloying with other elements (Cu, W, Ni, Cr, Pd, etc.) can

be one of the methods to improve the properties of Ag, for
electrical contact applications.2−7 However, a detailed study on
the tribological properties of Ag-based alloys is lacking.
Furthermore, it is time-consuming to select appropriate
candidates, among the numerous alloying elements, and to
identify compositions and microstructures, which give an
optimum combination of properties.
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To address the challenges, the approach of combinatorial
materials science can be used as a high-throughput method to
rapidly discover and/or optimize new or known materials by a
systematic study of composition−structure−property relation-
ships.8−12 To explore this, we have constructed a combinatorial
platform including a sputtering system, which can deposit thin
films with a large range of continuous composition gradients in
a single experiment. The friction coefficient as well as the
electrical contact resistance can rapidly be measured in custom-
designed equipment directly on the gradient films. A series of
automatic evaluation methods, such as XPS, XRD, nano-
indentation, and four-point electrical resistance screening, can
be employed to determine the chemical composition, structure,
and physical properties of Ag-alloyed films in a time-efficient
way.
In this work, the binary Ag−Al system is selected as a

candidate for the combinatorial screening study. The selection
of this system is based on the fact that a hexagonal Ag−In alloy
with a hexagonal crystal structure previously has exhibited good
tribological properties as a solid lubricant in sliding electrical
contact applications.13 Furthermore, hexagonal Re is also found
to exhibit a lower friction coefficient than other noble metals.
Aluminum, as a less expensive metal, can also be alloyed with
Ag to form different alloys including a hexagonal phase.
According to the Ag−Al phase diagram, the Ag- and Al-rich
terminal solid solutions exhibit fcc structure (see Figure 1).14

The lattice parameter of the pure fcc-Ag is 4.0862 Å while fcc-
Al exhibits a unit cell of 4.0496 Å. There are also three
intermediate phases: a high temperature bcc phase (β phase), a
hcp δ phase with a = 2.884 Å and c = 4.600 Å, and a low

temperature cubic μ phase (β-Mn structure) with a rather large
unit cell of 6.942 Å.15

The aim of this study is to demonstrate the strength of the
combinatorial approach to rapidly deposit and screen the Ag−
Al system to identify compositions with improved properties
for potential use in electric contact applications. Preliminary
studies in this project showed that Al-rich films were prone to
oxidation and our study was therefore limited to films with <60
atom % Al. The phase and structure evolution of these Ag−Al
alloy films as a function of chemical composition has been
investigated. By changing the phase and structure, the
electromechanical properties were tuned, which enables the
design of task-specific coatings for different industrial
applications.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Depositions of Thin Films. Ag−Al films with continuous

composition gradients were deposited in a custom-built multigun
magnetron sputtering system. The magnetron system has a sputtering-
up configuration, with a nonrotating substrate located above the
targets. Ag and Al were sputtered from two elemental 3″ targets
(claimed purity 99.99%) tilted at 39° relative to the substrate normal
and with a distance of 175 mm from the substrate center. This design,
together with a nonrotating substrate, allows for the deposition of films
with a continuous compositional gradients. The base pressure of the
system was below 9 × 10−9 Torr. The sputtering process pressure
during deposition was 1 mTorr using a 5 sccm argon flow. The
substrates were kept at a floating potential during film growth. The DC
powers for the Ag and Al targets were varied in the range of 25−120
W to obtain three different gradient ranges of aluminum content. The
details of sputtering parameters are summarized in Table 1. The Ag−
Al films were deposited at room temperature on different substrates
for different measurements: p-doped single-crystal Si (100) wafers (3
in. diameter), steel cylinders (10 mm diameter, 75 mm length), and
flat Cu discs plated with 10 μm electrolytic Ni coating (Cu:Ni) (3 in.
diameter, 2 mm thickness). Si wafers were used to investigate the
composition, phase evolution, electrical resistivity, and hardness of the
Ag−Al thin films. The steel cylinders were used for friction coefficient
screening tests, and the Cu:Ni discs were used for contact resistance
measurements. The TEM study was carried out on a film deposited on
the steel plate coated with a thin Ti layer.

2.2. Characterizations of Thin Films. The composition of the
samples was determined by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDX) in a Zeiss Merlin scanning electron microscope (SEM), which
was also used to obtain electron micrographs of the films. A 10 kV
electron beam was used to acquire data at a working distance of 8.5
mm. Two references of Ag−Al bulk samples with known compositions
were used to confirm the accuracy of the EDX elemental
quantification.

The phase composition of the gradient films was investigated with
θ−2θ scans on a Bruker D8 DISCOVER X-ray diffractometer using a
Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.541 Å) configured to a Bragg−Brentano
geometry and equipped with LynxyEye PDS detector. The X-ray beam
was line-focused, approximately 12−15 mm long and 0.5 mm wide. A
motorized sample stage enabled it to automatically scan different
positions on the entire wafer. To obtain an overall view of the phase
evolution over the entire composition gradient, 2D maps were
constructed using the EVA software, showing the peak intensity as a
function of 2θ and position on the wafer. Grazing incidence XRD
measurements were also performed on some selected samples at 5°

Figure 1. Equilibrium phase diagram of the Ag−Al system.14

Table 1. Details of Sputtering Parameters for the Ag−Al Gradient Films

gradient sample Ag power (W) Al power (W) Ar (sccm) pressure (mTorr) temp. (°C) time (min) substrates

A 50 45 5 1 25 120 Si
B 50 120 5 1 25 120 Steel
C 25 120 5 1 25 120 Cu:Ni
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incidence angle in parallel beam geometry. Pole figure measurements
were performed on selected samples in a Philips MRD X’Pert
diffractometer using a polycapillary lens as primary optics and 0.18°
parallel plate collimator and flat graphite monocromator as secondary
optics. The beam size was fixed to 4 × 4 mm and calibrated parallel to
the sample surface. The pole figures were collected at the fcc-(111),
fcc-(200), hcp-(200), and hcp- (101) reflections according to the peak
positions of the θ−2θ scans on different samples.
The TEM microstructural investigation of Ag−Al thin film was

performed on thin lamellae prepared by focused ion beam (FIB)
milling, using ZEISS NEON CrossBeam 40EsB. Characterization of
precipitates and matrix with qualitative chemical evaluation was
performed using FEI Titan3 G2 60−300 transmission electron
microscope, with a monochromator and a probe Cs corrector and
equipped with ChemiSTEM technology (X-FEG field-emission gun
and Super-X EDX detector system), recently developed at FEI.
Compared to the standard TEM designs, this new technology greatly
enhances EDX detection sensitivity, as the high brightness of the X-
FEG Schottky emitter offers a 5× enhancement in available beam
current, and the Super-X EDX detector has the capability of handling
very high count rates without saturation. Identification of phases was
performed by selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) with the help
of the JEMS software package.16 Scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM) imaging using a high-angle annular-dark-field
(HAADF) detector and EDX mapping was used for characterization of
the nanostructure down to the atomic level.
2.3. Tribological Measurements. The friction coefficient at

different positions on the coated steel cylinders, representing different
compositions in the gradient films, was measured in custom-made
“material-scanner” equipment. In this, two crossed cylinders are sliding
against each other in a reciprocating motion (see Figure S1a in the
Supporting Information). The lower moving cylinder, i.e., the sample
with its gradient coating, is placed at 45° to the sliding direction. The
stationary upper specimen, here a Cu cylinder plated with 20 μm Ag, is
oriented perpendicular to the motion and spring loaded against the
moving lower cylinder. During each stroke, every position on the
sample, with its specific composition, is tested different times and
against a specific position of the counter cylinder. This allows for
efficient, individual, and parallel testing of all compositions along the
sample cylinder. The normal load was 5 N and the sliding speed was
0.009 m/s. All tests were performed unlubricated and in ambient
atmosphere with a relative humidity of about 30−50%. The
topographical profiles of the contact tracks were determined with an
optical profiler WYKO NT1100.
The chemical bonds in the contact tracks were studied with XPS

using a Physical Systems Quantum 2000 spectrometer with
monochromated Al Kα radiation. The analysis was performed with
an analysis spot of 50 μm without any presputtering.
2.4. Nanoindentation. The hardness of the Ag−Al thin films was

evaluated with a UNHT nanoindenter (Anthon Paar) using a
Berkovich diamond tip. The reported hardness at each location is an
average of around 12 indents, spaced 50 μm apart in an array
perpendicular to the gradient direction. The indentations were carried

out to a depth of around 100 nm, which is less than 10% of the film
thicknesses (1.0−1.8 μm).

2.5. Electrical Properties Measurements. The contact resist-
ance of Ag−Al films deposited on Ni-plated Cu plates was measured
using a custom-designed setup, based on a four-terminal resistance
method, measuring the voltage drop as a current of 10A flows from the
probe tip to the test surface. The terminal on the probe was placed as
close to the contact point as possible to minimize the length of shared
current and voltage paths. The path of the current and voltage divided
immediately after the contact point to ensure the contact resistance
measurement was not affected by the sheet resistance of the measured
film or the internal resistance of the wires. Schematic image of the
contact resistance measurement setup can be seen in the Supporting
Information, Figure S1b. The setup was equipped with an automatic
control unit on the sample holder stage, which enabled it to
automatically test at different positions over the whole disc surface. All
measurements were performed under a contact load of 5 N and a Ag-
plated Cu probe with a hemisphere tip, 10 mm in diameter. The
electrical resistivity of the films deposited on Si substrate was
determined by an automatic four-point probe system (CMT-
SR2000N, AIT) for sheet resistance scans together with film thickness
measurements in SEM on cross sections of fractured Si samples.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Composition and Microstructure. Three gradient

thin films (A−C), with a thickness of 1−1.8 μm, were
deposited using the combinatorial sputtering equipment at
various Ag and Al target powers. The details of sputtering
parameters are listed in Table 1. Figure 2 shows the
composition of the linear gradient for all the three samples,
as determined by EDX. As can be seen, the three gradients are
overlapping each other, ranging in Al concentration between
approximately 6 and 60 atom %.
Figure 3 shows a 2D XRD map from θ−2θ measurements on

the three gradient samples in the 2θ region 33−44°.
Measurements in the range 10−90° only show one
predominant peak at around 38°, and another peak at 78°
with same shape but lower intensity (not shown here),
indicating that the films are highly textured. The three samples
show good phase overlap with respect to composition.
Therefore, the three measurements were integrated into one
2D XRD map with the Al concentration (6−60 atom %) on the
x-axis and 2θ (33−44°) on the y-axis. The 2D XRD map shows
a small shift of the strongest peak along the compositional
gradient direction, illustrating the trend of the phase evolution
in the wide composition range. According to the Ag−Al phase
diagram (see Figure 1), there are four possible phases at low
temperatures (<400 °C): the cubic fcc-Ag phase (with Al in
solid solution), the cubic β-Mn typed μ-phase, the hexagonal
(hcp) δ phase (with Al in solid solution), and the cubic fcc-Al

Figure 2. Composition of the three gradient films A−C, as determined by EDX. A: Ag-rich gradient. B: intermediate gradient. C: Al-rich gradient.
Seven points, spaced 10 mm apart along the gradient direction on each gradient film, were studied. The center of the substrate is set as 0 mm.
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phase (with Ag in solid solution).15 In the following, we will
refer to these phases simply as fcc-Ag, μ-Ag, hcp-Ag, and fcc-Al
with the understanding that they all are solid solution phases in
the Ag−Al system.
It is difficult to distinguish the phases through a single XRD

peak in Figure 3, since there is strong peak overlap, e.g., fcc-
Ag(111) at 38.1°, μ-Ag(221) at 38.9°, and hcp-Ag (002) at
39.3°.17,18 After the results of pole figure measurements and GI-
XRD were combined, the phase evolution in the broad
compositional range (6−60 atom % Al) can be illustrated in
the XRD map shown in Figure 3. More details on the results of
the pole figure and GI-XRD measurements can be found in the
Supporting Information, Table S1 and Figure S2. The results
indicate that the fcc-Ag phase is formed at 6−13 atom % of Al.
This phase is highly textured with the close-packed {111}
planes parallel to the substrate surface. A clear phase transition
can be seen at about 13 atom % Al, where hcp-Ag starts to form
resulting in a mixture of fcc- and hcp-Ag between 13 and 25
atom % Al. In addition, the hexagonal phase grows with the
close-packed {001} planes parallel to the substrate surface.
When the Al concentration increases further, only hcp-Ag
phase is formed at 27−36 atom % Al, and the predominant
peak shifts toward higher degrees from 38.7° to 39.0°. This is
due to the Al atom being slightly smaller than the Ag atom,
resulting in a reduced unit cell. The pole figure measurements
suggest that, in the range of 36−45 atom % Al, the hcp-(002)
plane slightly tilts 8−10° from the surface direction. When the
Al concentration is increased further, in the range 46−54 atom
% Al, a mixture of tilted fcc- and hcp-phase is formed. At the
highest Al concentration (60 atom %), the structure is
dominated by fcc-Al with Ag in solid solution together with a
very small amount of hexagonal phase. The XRD results show
that the μ-phase is never formed in the range (6−60 atom %
Al), and that the hcp phase starts to form already at
approximately 13 atom % Al. However, as can be seen in
Figure 1, the equilibrium phase diagram of the Ag−Al system
shows the existence of the μ phase at approximately 20−25
atom % Al and that the hcp phase starts to form only at
approximately 25 atom % Al. The deviations between the XRD
map of the films and the phase diagram can be attributed to the
nonequilibrium deposition process performed at room temper-
ature.
The morphology on different positions of the films deposited

onto Si was investigated by SEM. SEM micrographs (inserts
show cross sections) representing the morphology evolution in
the compositional range of 6−60 atom % Al are shown in

Figure 4a−f. At low Al concentrations (6−8 atom %), small
crystalline grains can be observed in a very dense film (Figure

4a). With increasing Al concentration, up to 13−15 atom %,
the grains increase in size and a more porous microstructure
can be observed in the cross sections (Figure 4b). For
compositions with 18−22 atom % Al, flat and flaky features can
be observed at the surface due to the presence of the hexagonal
phase, as shown in Figure 4c. The cross sections has a rather
porous microstructure for these compositions as well.
Combined with the XRD results, the less dense microstructures
can be attributed to the mixture of fcc and hcp phases in the
range 13−22 atom % Al. When the Al concentration increases
to 27−32 atom %, well-crystallized hexagonal grains parallel to
the surface can observed in a dense film (Figure 4d). This
morphology is in good agreement with the XRD results,
showing a single hcp-phase with a strong (002)-texture. In
contrast, films with 37−43 atom % Al, smaller and tilted grains
are seen (Figure 4e). The cross sections also show a less dense
and columnar structure. At the highest Al contents (54−60
atom %), the grains become more spherical particle-like, as
shown in Figure 4f.
The cross section of the Al−Ag thin film with Al content ca.

22 atom % was investigated by means of various TEM
techniques. According to the XRD results (Figure S1,
Supporting Information) this film consists of mainly hcp
phase with small amounts of fcc phase. STEM-HAADF imaging
was used to eliminate the diffraction contrast and to highlight
the internal structure of the thin film (Figure 5a). In this mode,
the contrast of the image depends only on differences in atomic
number of the chemical elements in the film (assuming a
constant thickness of the FIB lamella). Clearly, the 1550-nm-
thick film exhibits a distinct columnar structure with precipitate
nanoparticles uniformly distributed over the whole thickness of
the thin film. The STEM-EDX analysis shows that the chemical
composition of the film remains nearly constant at approx-

Figure 3. 2D integrated XRD map based on θ/2θ measurements of all
three Ag−Al gradient thin films deposited onto Si substrates. The peak
at 38.1−39.0 originates from fcc(111) and/or hcp (002).

Figure 4. SEM micrographs of selected films illustrating the
morphology evolution in the entire compositional gradient range
(6−60 atom % of Al).
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imately 22 atom % Al throughout the film thickness. To
determine the composition of the nanoparticles, the STEM-
EDX analysis of the individual precipitate located on the edge
of the cross section sample was performed. It shows that the
precipitate nanoparticle consists of almost pure fcc-Ag.
Therefore, it could be stated that the Ag−Al thin film with
the Al concentration of approximately 22 atom % consists of
Ag−Al alloy (matrix) and almost pure Ag nanoprecipitates. The
electron diffraction pattern taken from a large area shows a
polycrystalline structure of the film. The crystalline structure of
the matrix was investigated by means of high-resolution STEM
(HRSTEM) and nanodiffraction techniques. Figure 5b,c shows
HRSTEM-HAADF images of the atomic structure of the matrix
and the orientation of its basal planes. The crystal structure can
be directly imaged with so-called “Z contrast”. Arrangement of
atoms and interplanar distances correspond to the [100]
orientation of the Ag−Al hcp lattice. It is worth noting that, in
both images, the (002) planes are almost parallel to the film
surface. A nanodiffraction pattern from the matrix, the inset in
Figure 5b, reveals the single crystalline hcp phase iamged along
the zone axis [100].
3.2. Properties. 3.2.1. Hardness. Figure 6 shows the

hardness of the Ag−Al films as a function of composition. As
can be seen, the hardness was increased by alloying Ag with Al.
In the fcc-Ag region, 6−13 atom % Al, the hardness is slightly
higher than the pure Ag reference value, which is due to the
effect of solid solution strengthening.19,20 However, in this
region, a slight decrease at 10−13 atom % can be observed.
This can be attributed to the porous structure as seen in Figure
4b. From ca. 15 atom % Al, the hexagonal phase starts to form
and hardness increase due to the precipitation strengthening.19

It can also be seen that the hcp phase is clearly harder than the
fcc phase. The highest hardness can be observed at around 38
atom %, where the film is single titled hexagonal phase with
reduced grain size. An increased number of grain boundaries of

the shrinking grains is considered as the main reason for the
increase in the hardness, by hindering dislocation glide across
the boundaries.19 After 43 atom % Al, cubic fcc-Al starts to
form and hardness decreases again.

3.2.2. Tribological Properties. The evolution of the friction
coefficient as a function of Al concentration and the number of
sliding cycles are shown in Figure 7a. Friction coefficients after
the first, the 10th and the 50th cycle of sliding are also
displayed in Figure 7b.These curves show in more detail of the
friction coefficient evolution as a function of Al content after
different cycles of sliding. The results in Figure 7 clearly show
that the hcp-Ag phase reduces the friction coefficient to a value
around 0.2, while the fcc-Ag phase has high friction coefficient
around 1.4, which is similar to that of pure Ag.1 It also can be
seen that a mixture of fcc and hcp phase can give slightly lower
friction coefficient than the pure hcp phase. The friction
coefficient in the fcc-Al rich region (43−55 atom %) is initially
low (∼0.4) and increased to very high level (>1) but reduced
again to about 0.4 after 50 cycles. It should be noted that
gradient B (marked as red curve in Figure 7 exhibits a sharp
increase in friction coefficient at 37 atom % Al at the 10th cycle.
Actually, this sharp increase was observed at the first cycle for
both on gradients B and C. This is attributed to Ag transfer
from the soft Ag counter surface onto the sample surface as a
consequence of these regions of the films having harder grains
with sharp edges (shown in Figure 4e). After a few cycles of
sliding, the sharp edges are gradually worn down and the effect
of transferred Ag was reduced.
The track profiles and morphology of the Ag−Al films were

analyzed after 50 cycles of cross-cylinder tests. Figure 8a,b
represents the track giving high friction coefficient (∼1.4),
while Figure 8c,d represents the track giving low friction
coefficient (∼0.3). Severe adhesive wear with Ag transfer from
the counter surface to the film can be observed for the fcc-Ag
film with 8 atom % Al (Figure 8a,b). At 27 atom % Al, the
surface of the track is much smoother and no cladding or
adhesive wear is observed in the track (Figure 8c,d). More SEM
images and height profiles for the tracks at different Al
concentrations can be found in the Supporting Information,
Figures S3 and S4. In the fcc-Ag region (<13 atom % Al), the
tracks showed a large topography as a result of material transfer
between the surfaces. The tracks became substantially
smoother, without signs of material transfer, and narrower
going into the two-phase (fcc-Ag + hcp-Ag) region. The
narrowest tracks, having the least plastic deformation, were
found in the hexagonal region (32−43 atom % Al). However, a
further increase in Al concentration to 55 atom %, where the

Figure 5. STEM-HAADF overview image of the cross section of an
Ag−Al thin film with Al concentration of ca. 22 atom % (a). The inset
shows a selected area electron diffraction pattern revealing a
polycrystalline two-phase structure of the thin film (hcp-Ag phase
and fcc-Ag phase). HRSTEM-HAADF images showing the atomic
structure (b) and the lattice orientation with respect to the film surface
(c). The inset is a nanodiffraction pattern of the matrix phase revealing
the hcp structure in the Ag−Al alloy.

Figure 6. Nanoindentation hardness as a function of Al concentration
for the three different gradient samples (A−C) and a pure Ag
reference sample (yellow star).
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hcp-phase is embedded in fcc-Al matrix, again results in a less
smooth track. From the results, it can be concluded that the Ag
cladding is directly responsible for the high friction coefficient
of Ag−Al vs Ag contacts. The hcp-Ag structure efficiently
reduces the Ag cladding, while the fcc structure is prone to

adhesive material transfer between the two surfaces during

sliding.
XPS analysis was carried out on the contact tracks and

outside the track to compare the chemical bonds on the surface

of the films before and after tribological tests. The Al 2p spectra

Figure 7. (a) 3D plot of friction coefficient from the cross-cylinder tests for the gradient Ag−Al samples with Al concentration of 8−55 atom %.
Friction coefficient is displayed as a function of Al concentration and the number of sliding cycles. (b) Line graphs of the friction coefficients (COFs)
during the first cycle (top), the 10th cycle (middle), and the 50th cycle (bottom).

Figure 8. Examples of the height profiles (a and c), optical images (inserts in a and c), and SEM images (b and d) representing the morphology of
the tracks of Ag−Al samples with high friction coefficient (a and b) and low friction coefficients (c and d), respectively. The characterizations were
performed after 50 cycles of testing.
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for as-deposited Ag−Al films with varying Al concentration (8−
55%) are shown in Figure 9. The peak can be separated in two

contributions, one from Al−O bonds (74.8−75.5 eV)21 and the
other one from metallic Al−Al/Al−Ag (Ag-Me) bonds (73.5
eV).22 As can be seen, the relative intensity of the Al−O peak
increases with increasing Al concentration. However, after
tribo-testing, no Al can be seen in the XPS spectra on the fcc-
Ag film (8 atom % Al) with high friction coefficient of ∼1.4.
This can be attributed to the adhesive transfer of Ag from the
counter surface to the film. Figure 9b represents the Al 2p
spectra at higher Al contents (19−44 atom % Al), which
contains hcp-Ag phase. It shows clear Al 2p peaks where the
relative intensity of the Al−Me and Al−O peaks in the contact
tracks are rather similar to the as-deposited films. This suggests
that the surface of the contact track has the same chemical
bonds of Al as the film before the tribological test, indicating a
possible mechanism behind the low friction behavior related to
the crystalline hcp-Ag structure. It is interesting to observe that
the intensity of the Al 2p peak from the 55 atom % Al film is
higher after 50 cycles than after 10 cycles. This correlates to a
reduced friction coefficient observed in Figure 7. An
explanation is that, after 10 cycles, there was Ag transfer from
the counter surface on to the film surface, and the covered Ag
coating was removed after 50 cycles, giving enhanced signal of
Al 2p peaks in XPS. This indicates that, at high Al
concentration (>55%), after long sliding, a tribofilm containing
oxidized aluminum could be formed and relieved Ag cladding,
and thus reduced friction.
In summary, our results clearly show that the tribological

properties of the Ag−Al thin films are highly dependent on the
phase composition. Similar to pure Ag (fcc phase), the Ag−Al
films with fcc phase (both fcc-Ag and fcc-Al) have high
tendency for Ag transfer, resulting in adhesive wear and high
friction coefficients. However, at high Al concentrations (>43
atom %) having mainly fcc-Al phase, the friction is somewhat
reduced after longer sliding, likely due to a harder transfer layer
containing aluminum oxide, serving as a tribo-film that
counteracts Ag transfer. A more important observation in this
work is that Ag cladding can be dramatically reduced by the
hexagonal phase. The detailed mechanism behind this needs
more investigation; however, a few hypotheses can be
envisioned: (i) presence of hexagonal Ag−Al phase aligned
with easily sheared {001} planes parallel to the film surface, (ii)
formation of a layered “AgAlO2-like delafossite” phase with

planes that allow easy shearing and (iii) formation of
amorphous tribofilm giving low friction.
Further studies are required to clarify the detailed mechanism

behind the low friction of the hcp phase. However, it should be
noted that hexagonal Ag−In alloys have been reported to
exhibit low-frictional behavior.10 Hexagonal Ag-based solid
solutions are known to be formed in several alloys systems with
other metals from groups 13 and 14 (e.g., In and Sn). It is
therefore possible that low-friction hexagonal alloys can be
synthesized for many different systems, possibly using several
different alloying metals to optimize the properties for a wide
range of applications.

3.2.3. Electrical Properties. Figure 10 shows that the
electrical resistivity of the Ag−Al films significantly increases

with increasing Al concentration until it reaches a constant level
of approximately 35 μΩ·cm at 25 atom % Al; here, the single
phase of hexagonal structure starts to form. The value for the
Ag reference is below 2 μΩ·cm, shown as a yellow star in Figure
10. This value is in line with reference data in literature (1.8
μΩ·cm).23 However, the Ag−Al films exhibit much higher
electrical resistivity than that of pure hexagonal Ag2Al phase,
which has approximately 6 μΩ·cm as reported by Santosh
Kumar et.al.23 High electrical resistivity of the Ag−Al films can
be due to a larger amount of defects, leading to more electron
scattering than in bulk materials, which are usually prepared
with processes closer to equilibrium. The electrical resistivity
can also be affected by the oxidation of Al during the storage
period.
In addition to a low friction coefficient and a low resistivity,

low contact resistance is also crucial for sliding electrical contact
applications. The contact resistance at different Al concen-
trations of a Ag−Al film (18−43 atom % Al) deposited on a Ni-
coated Cu disc were measured. It should be noted that the
contact resistance is strongly dependent on the contact area,
which is related to the configuration of the measuring setup
such as the diameter of the probe and the applied load.
Therefore, a reference sample of pure Ag deposited on the
same type of substrate was measured. The contact resistance
over the whole disc is mapped in Figure 11. The reference Ag
sample has an average contact resistance of 0.20 mΩ with a
standard deviation of 0.04 mΩ. The deviations can be
attributed to the rough surface of the Cu:Ni substrates with
many deep scratches (maximum Rq ≈ 10 μm). The gradient

Figure 9. Al 2p XPS on thin films with Al concentrations of about 8
atom % (a); 27 atom % (b); 55 atom % (c) before and after 10 and 50
cycles of tribological testing.

Figure 10. Electrical resistivity as a function of Al concentration in the
gradient Ag−Al films together with a pure Ag reference.
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sample shows higher contact resistance values, compared to the
pure Ag reference sample, in the range of 0.22−0.48 mΩ. A few
positions at the edges of the samples showed large deviating
resistance values >0.6 or <0.1 mΩ and were therefore excluded
in the statistical analysis. The average contact resistances of the
Ag−Al film remains low, the maximum 50% higher than that of
the Ag reference sample, at Al compositions lower than 27
atom %. The result suggests that the thin aluminum oxide layer
formed on the Ag−Al film is easily penetrated in the contact
area under the load of 5 N, and hence has little influence on the
contact resistance.
In summary, the results of electrical resistivity and contact

resistance of the gradient films clearly show that the electrical
properties deteriorate by increasing of Al concentration.
Consequently, for practical electrical contact applications, in
order to obtain stable good electrical properties, low Al
concentration (≤27 atom %) are favorable. To combine the
electrical results with low friction results, the optimal
composition of Ag−Al thin films for the sliding electrical
contact application is 19−27 atom %.

4. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that a combinatorial approach is an
efficient method for rapid screening of new materials for
electromechanical applications. A large number of compositions
in the Ag−Al system were deposited by magnetron sputtering
on three gradients samples. For low Al contents (<13 atom %),
a highly (111)-textured fcc phase was formed. At higher Al
contents a (002)-textured hcp solid solution phase was formed,
followed by a fcc phase in the most Al-rich regions. No
indication of a μ phase was observed.
The fcc-Ag solid solution exhibited very high friction

coefficients and adhesive wear similar to that of pure Ag,
making this alloy less suitable as a contact material in sliding
contact applications. This is due to adhesive material transfer
from the Ag counter surface. In contrast, the hexagonal phase
exhibited dramatically reduced friction coefficients and adhesive
wear. In the Al range 19−27 atom %, this was achieved without
increasing the contact resistance more than 50% higher than
that in the Ag reference sample. Most likely, the oxide formed
at the surface at this concentration is easily penetrated in the
contact area, establishing good electrical contact. The results
suggest that hcp Ag−Al alloys have a potential to replace Ag in
electromechanical applications.
It should be mentioned that, in some practical applications,

bulk materials may be needed in some contact applications.
However, our combinatorial approach can still be used to
rapidly identify the proper composition and structure of the

material for the applications. We are currently carrying out a
parallel study on low-frictional Ag−Al bulk samples with
hexagonal structure. The preliminary results show good
agreement on properties between the bulk samples and the
thin films. Although the bulk samples prepared by arc-melting
have exhibited differences in microstructure, the presence of a
hexagonal alloy phase clearly leads to improved tribomechanical
properties.
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